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This issue

• Mathematician of the Day

• Puzzles

• Spotlights

• Today’s Editor: Stephen

• Spotlight: Cory

Puzzles:

One: 5 cows can eat 2 acres of grass
in 10 days. 7 cows can eat 3 acres of

grass in 30 days. The grass grows at

a constant rate and each cow eats at a
constant rate. The length of the grass

before the cows begin grazing is con-
stant. How many days will it take 16

cows to eat 7 acres of grass?

Two: A large tank has a steadily flow-
ing intake and 10 outlet valves, the lat-

ter being all of the same size. With 10
outlets open, it takes two and one half

hours to empty the tank; with 6 outlets

open it takes five and one half hours
to empty the tank. After the tank is

empty and with all 10 outlets closed,

how long will it take to fill the tank?

Three: Thirteen pirates put their trea-

sure in a safe. They decide that the
safe should be able to be opened if

any majority of pirates agree but not

be able to be opened if only a mi-
nority agree. The pirates don’t trust

each other so they consult a locksmith.

The locksmith puts a specific number
of locks on the safe such that every lock

must be opened to open the safe. Then
he distributes keys to the pirates such

that every pirate has some but not all

of the keys. Any given lock can have
multiple keys but any given key can

only open one lock. What is the least

number of locks required?

Mathematician of the Day

David Hilbert, 1862–1943 , Königsberg, East Prussia

• Born in 1862 in Köningsberg, East Prussia and attended the Uni-

versity of Königsberg

• Proposed Hilbert’s Axioms in 1899, a set of 20 statements about

Euclidean Geometry

• Listed the 23 Hilbert Problems in 1900, some of which still re-
main unresolved today

• Studied many fields including physics, functional analysis, and

number theory

• Formulated the Hilbert Program, an attempt to formalize all

mathematical theory to a finite, complete set of axioms, and
prove that those axioms were consistent. However, Gödel dis-

proved this idea.

Info From: Wikipedia

Reading Assignment:
If today is Induction, the so must tomorrow: Read §6.2 and §6.3.




